Despite recent losses on the battlefields in Syria and Iraq, the Islamic State (ISIS) remains a potent threat as it continues to gain followers and inspire terrorist attacks in the West and around the world. Social media platforms, such as Twitter, have played a critical role in the success of ISIS, as it has used these channels to propagate its message, connect with new and established audiences, and encourage attacks. In 2015, the RAND Corporation funded a study to examine the networks of ISIS supporters and opponents on Twitter, the results of which were published in 2016. That study found that, despite overwhelming numbers, opponents to ISIS are deeply fractured along both sectarian and national lines, while ISIS supporters, though fewer in number, are more coordinated and sophisticated in their use of social media.

In our previous analysis of more than 23 million tweets from more than 770,000 different user accounts from July 2014 through May 2015, we found that ISIS opponents outnumbered supporters six to one, with that ratio growing to 30 to one toward the end of May 2015. Unfortunately, despite the larger number of opponents, ISIS supporters are still perceived to dominate Twitter. This perception is based in part on the fact that ISIS supporters routinely “out-tweet” opponents, as they on average produce 50 percent more daily tweets. Furthermore, they employ sophisticated social media strategies, mobilizing their followers to spread their content quickly and effectively. For example, ISIS media offices produce content tailored to many different audiences in different languages, ranging from simple text to highly produced, almost theatrical videos. Their tweets routinely include phrases such as “breaking news,” “spread,” “link,” “now released,” and “pictorial content,” terms that are missing from the ISIS opposition tweets.

Opponents to ISIS, on the other hand, are divided along both sectarian and national lines. Drawing on network and lexical analysis, we discovered four large metacommunities: three mostly opposing ISIS (Sunni, Shia, and Syrian mujahideen) and one sup-
supporting ISIS. Each of these groups employs different language to talk about ISIS and the issues that concern them. Examining these distinct resonant themes, it is clear that countermessaging efforts must be tailored to match the key concerns of each community. A one-size-fits-all message (e.g., “ISIS is evil”) will fall flat.

This Perspective presents options for operationalizing our recent findings about ISIS opponents and supporters on Twitter, combining them with existing research on leveraging influencers and tailoring messages to design a data-driven, actionable countermessaging strategy for Twitter. This paper formulates a countermessaging approach for two main communication pathways. First, we articulate an approach for working with influential Twitter users in the Arab world to promote bottom-up and authentic counter-ISIS messaging. Second, we highlight ways that the U.S. and partner governments and nongovernmental organizations can use our analysis to more effectively implement top-down messaging to directly counter ISIS support on Twitter.

**Bottom-Up Messaging: Influencers**

A key observation from our previous study is the vast abundance of ISIS opponents active on Twitter. These ISIS opponents represent a critical ingredient to a counter-ISIS campaign. The U.S. government is unlikely to be a credible messenger among the populations that are most at risk of radicalization and recruitment. In contrast, Arabic-speaking peers within a community can likely target extremism and extremist ideology in a way far more credible than government-sponsored message campaigns alone. Such communicators are also not constrained in directly addressing the thorny theological roots of extremism. And, given the viral nature of social media, such messages have the opportunity to emanate into multiple and diverse social networks.

This observation is supported by a host of data within the commercial marketing sector. Individual word of mouth (i.e., brand recommendations by friends, family, and trusted experts) is much more likely to influence purchase decisions than conventional corporate advertising. For example, Nielsen recently conducted a survey that showed that 83 percent of online respondents surveyed trust recommendations from friends and family they know. Other industry surveys suggest the potential of social media–based recommendations. McKinsey, for example, found that 26 percent of purchases across a number of product categories were influenced by recommendations on social media.

Despite the increased credibility of these ISIS opponents, they do suffer several key limitations. In comparison with ISIS supporters, ISIS opponents produce 50 percent fewer tweets per day (40 on average, compared with supporters’ 60), suggesting that the community is not fully galvanized in the anti-ISIS fight.

**In comparison with ISIS supporters, ISIS opponents produce 50 percent fewer tweets per day (40 on average, compared with supporters’ 60), suggesting that the community is not fully galvanized in the anti-ISIS fight.**
and impact.\textsuperscript{5} Thus, despite their numbers, ISIS opponents remain at a comparative disadvantage.

We argue that this disadvantage can be at least partially reversed. We draw this conclusion from the commercial marketing sector, where businesses have developed a number of programs designed to generate positive word of mouth and enhance the influential potential of their own support networks. For example, the arts and crafts firm, Fiskars, employs a brand ambassadorship program in which it works with local arts and crafts enthusiasts to help them tell their story about using Fiskars products. The campaign reportedly generated a 600-percent increase in online conversations.\textsuperscript{6} SAP, a business software firm, has developed and executed a plan for engaging with various trusted experts to include professors, business analysts, and software bloggers.\textsuperscript{7} Pabst Blue Ribbon benefited from a strategic word-of-mouth program. This program, which targeted the millennial demographic in Portland, Oregon, is often credited with generating a complete turnaround of the brand.\textsuperscript{8}

We believe that an examination of these commercial word-of-mouth practices, in conjunction with a close assessment of our network findings, can point to operations that can enhance the number and impact of the ISIS opposition community. How can a marketing program designed to help sell business software and beer address a thorny and complex problem such as radicalization? Of course, word-of-mouth marketing has not been limited solely to selling more products; it has also been used to promote teen anti-cigarette campaigns and counter sex trafficking.\textsuperscript{9} At its core, word-of-mouth marketing is about igniting social movements: getting more people to share their opinions about a particular topic and to do so in a more influential, authentic, and credible manner. Achieving such an outcome as part of a counter-ISIS campaign could isolate ISIS supporters, reduce the acceptability of their message, and provide more positive inspiration to those at risk of radicalization.

We identify an approach in this Perspective that relies on Twitter as the primary mechanism for understanding and identifying potential influencers. However, we hope that the recommended approach would have much broader implications. In theory, influential Twitter users would also be influential on other social media channels as well as in their offline lives. Thus, finding and training Twitter influencers will have an impact far beyond Twitter.

We draw the following lessons from the growing body of business literature that recommends approaches to enhance word of mouth.

\textbf{Listen to the Conversation on Twitter}

Market research is a basic first step in any effective marketing campaign. In performing market research for influencer campaigns, marketers try to understand how experts and both fans and detractors of a brand talk about the brand.\textsuperscript{10}

This basic idea stimulated our research of examining ISIS supporters and opponents on Twitter. We believe that such an
analysis can critically inform an influencer-outreach campaign. By isolating individuals who frequently used the Arabic term *Daesh* and/or the term *Islamic State* (in Arabic), we were able to lexically analyze the key themes used by both camps. These themes (as well as those specific to Sunni nationalist communities) are not only useful in direct countermessaging efforts (see “Top-Down Messaging: Communities,” page 8) but also inform an avenue for influencer outreach (see “Engage Influencers,” page 5). We were also able to track the frequency with which these two communities post content on Twitter, thus providing a putative measure of the competitive state of the debate. Finally, the analysis helped identify at least one exogenous event (the killing of the Jordanian pilot Muath al-Kasasbeh) that significantly galvanized the anti-ISIS community. The analysis also identified what appeared to be a significant reduction in the activity of ISIS supporters, possibly caused by the Twitter suspension campaign.\textsuperscript{11}

Other information would also be useful. Critically, such an analysis can identify key anti-ISIS influencers in the debate. It can also identify the most influential anti-ISIS content by tracking retweet and mention data. Such an analysis would identify not only influential message themes (e.g., content themes and topics most common to highly shared tweets) but also determine the relative value of tweet text, video, and web links (i.e., examine retweet content to determine the relative popularity of videos, images, or text tweets).

**Select Influencers**

Identifying influencers for outreach is a relatively straightforward analytic task on Twitter. With commonly available social network analytic tools, it is possible to rank specific Twitter users according to different measures of social influence called *centrality*.\textsuperscript{12} The key is to find Twitter users within the network that score high on several measures of centrality, so that we are not just identifying prolific accounts, but rather those that occupy an important position within the conversation and potentially connect different groups. From this pool of highly central user accounts, individuals can be further vetted for suitability. The advantage of this approach is that it automates the process of identifying a smaller set of potential influencers for further investigation and validation from human analysts. For programs with limited access to social network experts, it is also possible to use commercially available tools, such as Klout or Kred.\textsuperscript{13}

Two additional factors need to be considered. First, network analysis can allow planners the opportunity to identify the specific communities they wish to target for influencer engagement. In the previous study, we used community-detection algorithms to identify communities of Twitter users who are closely connected with one another. By lexically analyzing these specific communities, we were then able to identify not only the general participants of those communities but also the unique discourse themes of those communities. The Sunni metacommunity, for example, uniquely comprised a host of smaller communities that appeared organized around Middle East and North African nation-states (i.e., Egyptian, Jordanian, Tunisian, Saudi, and Libyan identities). Planners can then select the communities they wish to target for influencer engagement.\textsuperscript{14} The process serves as a kind of segmentation analysis. Once communities are selected, it is a relatively simple matter to apply network-analysis tools to identify the right influencers for engagement—that is, a set of potential influencers for each community.
The ideal influencers will be those who already actively post relevant anti-ISIS content and have high centrality scores.

Second, it is important to consider the anti-ISIS stance of individual influencers. For a general campaign, it appears evident that there is little value in working with users who either have no history of posting anti-ISIS content or those who rank very low on centrality measures. The ideal influencers will be those who already actively post relevant anti-ISIS content and have high centrality scores. However, it may also be possible to work with ardent ISIS opponents who only score moderately high on centrality measures if the goal of the campaign is to help these individuals be more influential. Or one could work with highly influential but less-ardent ISIS opponents if the goal is to motivate established influencers to more frequently tweet anti-ISIS content.

Engage Influencers
Through active engagement, organizations seek to build a relationship with influencers, enhance their influence skills, and help them disseminate highly sharable content. The true challenge of working with influencers is that they derive credibility from their independence and authenticity. Ham-fisted efforts, such as paying influencers quid pro quo to post party-line content, can subvert their authenticity and risk making them less influential. Government and nongovernment organizations that seek to work with influencers must consequently engage potential influencers carefully to avoid appearing manipulative. We identify three key steps in this process.

Build Relationships
First, organizations must work to build a relationship with key influencers. A key step in this process includes careful market research that identifies influencer likes and dislikes and Twitter discourse themes. Planners can then reach out to influencers on a friendly basis and share their content, comment on their posts, and engage with them in authentic online conversations. A number of marketers note that showing genuine interest in influencer opinions can be a very powerful marketing tool, one that “dignifies their voice” and makes them feel appreciated and empowered. For those individuals who are particularly influential, it is possible to connect offline via one-on-one meetings, conference events, or other venues. Some companies, for example, have even gone a step further to invite influencers to the corporate headquarters to give them sneak peeks at products, provide factory floor tours, or invite them to speak directly with company executives. Such actions can excite influencers who are already fans of the corporate brand and give them new experiences to share with their online communities. A key rule in this engagement process is that it must be sustained; engagement is not a one-off event or a process that stops when the relationship is solidified. Consequently, some researchers argue for brands to assign influencer managers who help manage relationships with a limited portfolio of influencers.

The true challenge of working with influencers is that they derive credibility from their independence and authenticity.
Social media training could be provided to anti-ISIS influencers through a variety of means to include face-to-face workshops, e-learning, and live and recorded webinars.

Build Capacity
Next, it is possible to conduct a series of engagements with the chosen influencers to build their capacity for more effective influence. Such training programs have become common for brand-ambassador and employee-advocate programs. For example, Dell Computers has provided social media training to thousands of its employees as part of its Social Media and Community University. These efforts not only support Dell’s marketing, but also help the company recruit and retain new talent. Social marketer Rebecca Bouchebel notes that such training can help participants know who they are targeting, how to target them, and how to, for example, craft effective messages on Twitter with a 140-character limit. Other aspects of training can include developing a proper social media strategy, using analytics that help determine the reach and effectiveness of outreach campaigns, and improving execution. And training does not need to just focus on messaging skills. A key goal of brand ambassadorship training is to better help influencers understand and appreciate the firm’s brand so that they will be more eager to talk about the brand.

Social media training could be provided to anti-ISIS influencers through a variety of means to include face-to-face workshops, e-learning, and live and recorded webinars. Many commercial firms specialize in developing tailored training programs that could easily be administered through an e-learning program. Live training can also be administered to attendees at local and regional counter-violent extremism conferences, with the latter providing enhanced opportunity for participants to network. Critically, social media training should teach Internet safety techniques to help trainees address and mitigate some of the risks that may ensue from speaking out against extremism. It should also include training on a variety of social media platforms as well as techniques for offline influence, such as grassroots organization building. In addition to training, it may also be possible to empower influencers with relevant information and data analytics. For example, analyses that identify the most influential type of content for particular social networks could be disseminated to influencers to help them specially tailor the content that they share.

Indeed, it will be key to motivate these influencers to participate in such a training program. Careful engagement in the relationship-building step described will be critical. Influencers must trust the agencies, organizations, and interlocutors who engage them for this training. It is also critical that they see such training as having personal value. To this end, Cari Guittard, an expert in strategic communications, advocates for a master-class approach, in which individuals who receive training “perceive the exercise as one that is helping them build essential skills that they can continue to leverage” in their professional and personal lives. She argues that the endeavor will ultimately fail if it is not “incentivized and framed for their individual benefit.”
Provide Access to Sharable Content

Next, it is critical to provide influencers access to sharable content—content that has the potential to be transmitted or shared by a third party.26 There is a burgeoning science on the character of highly sharable content. For example, in a review of New York Times online content, University of Pennsylvania professor Jonah Berger found that content that produces high arousal emotions—such as awe, anger, and anxiety—tends to be more viral than content that evokes low arousal emotions, such as sadness.27 Others similarly argue that highly sharable content is novel, exciting, or surprising because it violates expectations in some way.28 The sharability of content also depends on the sharer. Some individuals share content to help people, while others share content because they want to be seen as “in the know.” For these people, sharing is a means of social currency. Regardless, it will likely be critical to provide influencers with access to a range of content that will match different influencer styles and the audiences they themselves seek to reach.29

There are several recommendations for increasing access to sharable content. First, it is possible for coalition governments or nongovernmental organizations to develop their own content, such as videos or photographs that help promote key anti-ISIS themes. For example, one such content-development strategy—already employed to some extent—is to release raw video footage from Iraq and Syria to help tell the story of ISIS brutality or defeat, including footage of interviews with ISIS defectors. Government or nongovernment funders could also commission specific work by digital and nondigital artists, including those working in film, poetry, and music, to tell a meaningful and engaging tale.

A great amount of content has already been created; a key task is to collect and curate this existing content and make it easily accessible to influencers. This could take the form of a website that offers curated content, a daily distribution list to participating nongovernmental organizations and civil-society influencers, or active crosspollination of content across important but otherwise disconnected networks of users. It is also possible to help to give influencers access to experiences that help them tell their own story. An example of this might be allowing influencers an opportunity to interview ISIS dropouts or an anti-ISIS mujahideen fighter, which in turn gives them great content to share with their audiences.

Permit Criticism

Working with anti-ISIS influencers is inherently risky. To be effective, these influencers must tell their own story and advocate their own message. Many brand-ambassador programs are aware of this and thus do not forbid ambassadors from criticizing the brands and products for which they otherwise are advocates. For example, Fiskateers, the brand ambassadors of Fiskars, are allowed to criticize Fiskars products as they deem necessary. Such criticism is important, as Fiskars uses the critiques to improve the quality of their products; the criticism only adds credibility to the otherwise loyal brand advocates.30
Likewise, the U.S. government should not expect the influencers with whom it works to toe a party line about ISIS or U.S. policy. *Atlantic* writers Charlie Winter and Jordan Bach-Lombardo argue that local actors need to be given the freedom to wrap anti-ISIS messages as they see fit. They note, for example, that if anti-ISIS messengers must tune their messages to fit the “‘Islamic-State-is-a-Western conspiracy’ trope that is so widely accepted in the Middle East,” then so be it. 31 If it must be wrapped in criticisms of Israeli settlements, then that must be acceptable too. 32 Such “criticisms” will only make their messages more credible among key target audiences.

U.S. and other governmental agencies will need to carefully vet potential influencers for suitability. For instance, an influencer who opposes ISIS but supports other violent organizations would not make a suitable partner. However, such vetting should not be taken to the extreme and require party line agreement on all aspects of U.S. policy.

**Top-Down Messaging: Communities**

To understand their audience, “marketers developing a social media strategy must first listen to what online communities are saying about their products and where they are saying it.” 33 Analysis that provides data-driven market segmentation is key to this step, and the method outlined in our previous study provides a rigorous approach that could be leveraged to understand ISIS opposition online.

**Understand the Audience**

As previously mentioned in the “Bottom-Up Messaging: Influencers” section, before designing a social media campaign, organizations must first understand their audience. In particular, a data-driven analytic approach is needed to identify both the communities and the resonant themes associated with each. A data-driven approach can also be used to identify community behavior—what hashtags are commonly employed, whether there are common media outlets that are frequently retweeted, who are the main participants and key influencers in each community, etc. It is possible that different communities may have different types of influential content; some may respond more often to photos and videos while others respond better to carefully crafted religious tracts. The network and lexical approaches used in the previous study can help with understanding the audience; it serves to define the lines between communities that can then be further analyzed to determine unique community behavior and design an appropriately tailored countermessaging strategy.

Using this approach for an anti-ISIS campaign, we see the four metacommunities that comprise the conversation about ISIS on Twitter, as shown in Figure 1.

A lexical analysis of each group in the previous study determined that the Shia group uses historical Islamic terms to condemn ISIS and links the group to Saudi Arabia, while in general supporting the international coalition against ISIS. In contrast, the Syrian mujahideen group is suspicious of the international coalition, believing it to support the Syrian regime. The Sunni group, as is clear from its radically different structure, is very divided, with different resonant themes for each subcommunity. Some of these subcommunities are strongly anti-ISIS, but for distinct reasons. For example, the Saudi Arabian subcommunity is very concerned about ISIS expansion into Saudi Arabia and the threat to Islam posed by Iranian Shiism, while the Egyptian subcommunity is focused on
Figure 1. Community of Communities (Metacommunities) Network

NOTE: In this figure, each node represents a community, with the size of the node indicating the size of the community (i.e., the number of user accounts belonging to that community). Nodes are grouped and colored by metacommunity. Edge color indicates relative number of tweets between communities, with red indicating very large, orange large, yellow moderate, and gray small.

Egyptian nationalism, mistrust of the Muslim Brotherhood, and frustration with U.S. policies. Such anti-ISIS themes as support for the international coalition might work with the Jordanian subcommunity as well as the Shia metacommunity, but would fail miser-

ably for the Egyptian subcommunity. Table 1 highlights some of the distinct themes within the Sunni metacommunity.

A counter-ISIS campaign that uses generic messaging to stimulate ISIS opposition and degrade ISIS supporters will not work in this fragmented landscape. The various themes that resonate within

Table 1. Key Message Themes in Sunni Communities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Message Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>—ISIS support and expansion in Saudi Arabia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Threats to Islam posed by Iranian Shiism, secular nationalism, international community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>—Nationalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—ISIS opposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Mistrust of the Muslim Brotherhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Frustration with U.S. policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>—Nationalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Muath al-Kasasbeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Support for international air campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>—Nationalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—ISIS opposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Distrust of Libyan politicians, militants, and the West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>—ISIS support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—Criticism of Saudi intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS provocateurs</td>
<td>—Insults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>—Spam (pro- and anti-ISIS, selling unrelated services) and bots using hashtags related to Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCC</td>
<td>—Mostly anti-ISIS spam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the different communities point to a need for tailoring messages and developing strategies to approach each community.

Cultivate the Audience

Once the online landscape has been mapped and analyzed, organizations can begin to tailor messaging and cultivate potential audiences. In this particular case, it will also be important to understand that non-U.S.-branded content is viewed as far more credible by Arab audiences than content directly disseminated from U.S. sources. Rather than bemoan this fact, organizations should use it to their advantage and pursue efforts to build the capacity of partner-nation and nongovernmental organization messaging centers. These centers will be a critical avenue for top-down messaging. For example, as part of the U.S.-led “Global Coalition Against Daesh,” Malaysia recently launched a regional center to counter ISIS messaging modeled after the Sawab Center in Abu Dhabi. The Sawab Center, a partnership between the United States and the United Arab Emirates, focuses on direct online engagement to counter propaganda and plans to “increase the intensity of online debate by presenting moderate and tolerant voices from across the region and amplifying inclusive and constructive narrative.”

As the U.S. Department of State shifts from direct messaging to engaging partners through the Global Engagement Center, these centers in various countries will become even more important venues for pursuing a top-down messaging strategy aimed at different communities. In particular, messaging centers can work to cultivate followers in relevant communities so that there will be eager audiences for niche content distribution, along the lines of the bottom-up strategies outlined earlier.

Regardless of which organization does the messaging, one technique that can be very useful to reach specific communities is hashtag targeting. Using a data-driven approach, organizations first identify the hashtags that are commonly employed by a particular community. Messages can then be tagged and will automatically reach users in that community, whether because they follow those hashtags or because influencers in that community that they follow use those hashtags. In anticipation of this specific reach, organizations should shape content for specific communities using the resonant themes identified in earlier community characterization. Furthermore, they can and should employ the type of content (videos, images, text) that is most often retweeted and replied to, as identified by data-driven community analysis.

By understanding and cultivating particular audiences, the United States and its partners can ensure that it is effectively communicating, in a nuanced and focused way, to particular audiences, rather than communicating on general topics that may be of interest to few recipients.
Conclusions

While social media is still relatively new (Twitter launched in 2006), many of the best practices for using it are based on well-understood marketing approaches. The first, and perhaps most important, lesson is that a social media campaign must be part of a broader marketing strategy, whether to sell more shoes of a particular brand or to convince at-risk populations not to engage in violent extremist behavior. Thus, our recommended approaches for using Twitter must ultimately be tied to an overarching campaign that seeks to undermine extremism.

Social media in particular can be leveraged to “[create] conversations with consumers rather than one-sided strictly persuasive . . . brand messages.” Working with influencers, engaging them in such a way that their impact increases without degrading their credibility, helps to create this conversation in a more genuine way than purely top-down messaging.

Tailoring top-down messaging by targeting specific themes to different communities also helps facilitate the social conversation by providing distinct content that resonates with the issues that various communities face. Using data-driven market segmentation and analysis, organizations can listen to and learn from the existing ISIS opposition to create more effective countermessages.

Finally, countermessaging strategies and specific efforts should be analyzed to measure impact and modify approaches as needed. Various methods exist for measuring marketing impact, including social media–specific key performance indicators. Evaluating these are beyond the scope of this Perspective, but we mention them here as a key ingredient for designing and evaluating a countermessaging campaign. In particular, they should be tied to specific goals and objectives, rather than evaluated for their own use.

We offer these observations and recommendations for several key audiences, including U.S. agencies charged with countering ISIS influence, agencies of allied governments, and many nongovernmental organizations that seek to counter ISIS influence. The U.S. Department of State’s Global Engagement Center is one key organization: It plays a central role in U.S. efforts to motivate and empower influencers and disseminate key anti-ISIS content. We have not conducted an assessment of the Global Engagement Center or other agency efforts and so do not know the extent to which its current practices adhere to our specific recommendations. However, the organization would play a central role in managing and orchestrating such a campaign. This would not only include effective management of its own operations (to include direct messaging on Twitter and direct outreach to influencers) but also coordination and capacity building of partner government and nongovernmental organizations.

We must point out that the execution of a top-down/bottom-up campaign would require significant pools of talent from marketing and advertising experts who are well versed in crafting and

A data-driven counter-ISIS media campaign that carefully leverages key influencers and tailors messages to different communities has the potential to deny ISIS critical platforms for spreading propaganda and recruiting fighters.
deploying messages strategically and managing word-of-mouth campaigns. Drawing on her experience coordinating Middle East engagement at the U.S. Department of State following the September 11 attacks, Guittard noted that even the best-developed strategy can fall flat if it does not take advantage of expert, professional communicators.39

A data-driven counter-ISIS media campaign that carefully leverages key influencers and tailors messages to different communities has the potential to deny ISIS critical platforms for spreading propaganda and recruiting fighters. Such an effort will contribute to the counter-ISIS fight and help develop tactics to not only degrade ISIS online now, but also combat future extremist adversaries.
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